Cappadocian Greek is reported to display agglutinative inflection in its nominal system, namely, mono-exponential formatives for the marking of case and number, and NOM.SG-looking forms as the morphemic units to which inflection applies. Previous scholarship has interpreted these developments as indicating a shift in morphological type from fusion to agglutination, brought about by contact with Turkish. This study takes issue with these conclusions. By casting a wider net over the inflectional system of the language, it shows that, of the two types of agglutinative formations identified, only one evidences a radical departure from the inherited structural properties of Cappadocian noun inflection. The other, on the contrary, represents a typologically more conservative innovation. The study presents evidence that a combination of system-internal and -external motivations triggered the development of both types, it describes the mechanisms through which the innovation was implemented, and discusses the factors that favoured change.
Introduction *
Our understanding of language contact owes a great deal to Cappadocian Greek. Ever since Thomason & Kaufman (1988) discussed it extensively, the Modern Greek varieties of Cappadocia (henceforth Cappadocian) figure prominently as a quintessential example of heavy structural borrowing, in which the effects of Turkish influence are clearly identifiable on all levels of grammar, from phonology and morphology to syntax, semantics and discourse (Thomason 2001 , Winford 2003 , Gardani 2008 , Janse 2009 , Matras 2009 , Drinka 2010 ). There are essentially two reasons for this: (a) the sociohistorical circumstances in which Cappadocian developed over time, and (b) the presence in Cappadocian of Turkish lexical and grammatical material (sounds, phonemes, morphemes) in combination with the perceived similarity between equivalent grammatical structures in the two languages.
As far as the former is concerned, the conquest of inner Asia Minor by the Seljuq Turks in the second half of the 11th century CE separated Cappadocian communities from Greek-speaking populations contiguously settled in other parts of the wider Eastern Mediterranean region (most notably, the coastal areas of Asia Minor, the Aegean islands, Cyprus, the southern Balkan peninsula). As a result of the conquest, in the centuries that followed, the inner part of Asia Minor underwent a far-reaching process of sociolinguistic transformation that saw the Turkish of the Seljuqs and Ottomans replacing Greek as the language used in all aspects of everyday life, political, economic, social and cultural. This, in its turn, gave rise to considerable Greek-Turkish bilingualism, which came to define the communities of Greek-speaking enclaves of Asia Minor almost without exception (Dawkins 1916 , Vryonis 1971 , Janse 2002 , Karatsareas 2011 . Naturally, these circumstances had a direct impact on the Cappadocian varieties, whichalongside numerous archaisms reminiscent of earlier stages of Greek -display a considerable number of grammatical and lexical innovations that distinguish them from Greek varieties spoken elsewhere.
It is an incontrovertible fact that many of the distinctive Cappadocian innovations had the effect of rendering its grammatical structure more like Turkish. The result is a high degree of typological convergence between the two with respect to a substantial number of phonological, morphological and syntactic traits. Table 1 contrasts some traits in Cappadocian and Turkish, on the one hand, with Standard Modern Greek (henceforth SMGr), on the other, which has been influenced by Turkish to a significantly smaller degree than Asia Minor dialects. In some cases, such as the development of differential object marking, identifying language contact with Turkish as the primary cause for change has been relatively straightforward (see Janse 2004 , Spyropoulos & Tiliopoulou 2006 , Karatsareas 2011 and Spyropoulos & Kakarikos 2011 . In other cases, however, contact with Turkish does not tell the whole story. For example, Karatsareas (2009 Karatsareas ( , 2011 Karatsareas ( , 2014 argues that the loss of grammatical gender distinctions is best understood as an innovation that emerged language-internally in the earlier historical stages of the language and whose evolution was driven by Turkish influence only at a later stage. These and other case studies (Karatsareas 2011 (Karatsareas , 2013 (Karatsareas , 2016 highlight that at least some Cappadocian innovations result from both language-internal and -external factors. They also strengthen the possibility that language-internal dynamics may condition the trajectory of change even where language contact may seem like the obvious explanation. This resonates with the view that multiple causation is the most fruitful approach to innovations in contact settings. The caveat that structural similarities between languages that have come in contact with one another may not always be the result of that contact ONLY has been repeatedly argued as early as Sapir (1921) on who/whom in English, and is now high on the research agenda of contact linguistics (Joseph 1983: 204-212 , Thomason & Kaufman 1988 : 61, 63-64, Dorian 1993 : 132, 136-140, Croft 2000 : 115, King 2000 : 47, Farrar & Jones 2002 : 1-8, Clyne 2003 : 93-96, Backus 2005 : 314, Heine & Kuteva 2005 : 6-13, Thomason 2008 : 43, 2010 : 31, 45-46, Hickey 2010 : 21, Chamoreau & Léglise 2012 .
Against this backdrop, I revisit a Cappadocian morphological innovation widely cited as compelling evidence in favour of the heavily turkicised character of the language: the development of so-called agglutinative noun inflection. Previous scholars have treated this as uncontroversially contact-induced, a clear indication of a shift in morphological type from fusion to agglutination. However, the way these conclusions have been reached is not unproblematic: Most studies have been based on small datasets, examined in isolation from the inflectional system as a whole, without investigating the available textual material and without accounting for mechanisms of change, language-internal or -external.
In what follows, I attempt to overcome these shortcomings by contextualizing the issue in Cappadocian nominal morphology.
1 The result is a novel proposal that redefines Cappadocian agglutinative inflection in terms of its synchronic nature and its diachronic development. There is a case to be made for structural isomorphism in some inflected noun forms in Cappadocian and Turkish. However, the synchronic analysis put forward here highlights the fact that the extent of this isomorphism is much more limited than previously assumed and does not support the idea of a large-scale typological shift. The diachronic analysis identifies for the first time the language-internal dynamics for the emergence of the morphological innovation and illustrates how these acted together with previously identified language-external conditions with the result of furthering the typological similarity between the two languages.
The paper is structured as follows: In §2, I present the theoretical premises of this study. In §3, I describe the distinctive characteristics of Cappadocian agglutinative inflection and review previous accounts. In §4, I outline the typology of Cappadocian noun inflection. In §5, I develop a novel proposal on the synchrony and diachrony of agglutinative inflection. §6 concludes.
Theoretical premises

Inflection
I follow Ralli's (2000 Ralli's ( , 2005 feature-based approach to inflection, according to which inflected word forms are combinations of stems and affixes. In terms of Stump's (2001) classification, the approach is lexical-incremental in that (a) both constituent units have their own distinct entries in the mental lexicon, and (b) affixation enriches the basic semantic interpretation of a stem with additional pieces of information. Stems and affixes are listed in the lexicon as feature-bundle sets that contain idiosyncratic information pertaining to their phonological, morphological, syntactic and semantic properties. The representation of features takes the form of attribute-value pairs. The attribute part refers to the specific feature in question while the value part refers to the content this feature has in a given word form. Some bundles, however, may contain underspecified features, that is, without a specified value part.
For example, in SMGr, nouns inflect for the following features: NUMBER, CASE, GENDER and INFLECTIONAL CLASS (henceforth IC). GENDER and IC form part of the lexical entry of stems alongside the lexical meaning. NUMBER, CASE and IC are found in the entry of affixes. In an ACC.PL form such as ipírus, the stem ipir-bears the lexical meaning "continent" and is inherently specified for the value [feminine] for the GENDER Besides ensuring the correct combination of stems and affixes, the IC feature serves to partition stems into distinct and identifiable sets termed inflectional classes, whose members combine with the same sets of affixes in inflection; cf. the classic definition of an IC by Aronoff: "a set of lexemes whose members each select the same set of inflectional realizations" (1994: 65). Since its values are not available to syntax, IC is a purely morphological feature unlike NUMBER, CASE and GENDER, which take part in agreement and/or government and are therefore considered morphosyntactic features. That said, it is possible that ICs may come to be associated with a particular semantic content within a given nominal system without, however, being reducible to it (Gardani 2013: 52-55) . See, for example, the semantic assignment rules for IC that Fraser & Corbett (1995: 132-137) propose for Russian, or the cases adduced by Ortmann (1998).
Morphological typology
Ever since the von Schlegel brothers and Wilhelm von Humboldt introduced it in the 19th century, the distinction between agglutinative and fusional morphological structures has received enormous attention with a number of different criteria being proposed to distinguish between the two types: cumulation vs. separation, stem (in)variance, affix (in)variance, suppletion vs. no suppletion, (non-) transparent segmentability (see Pöchtrager et al. 1998 , Plank 1999 , Plungian 2001 and Haspelmath 2009 . The distinction has also received criticism, mainly because it has not been shown to correlate with other aspects of grammar and so does not provide a meaningful crosslinguistic typology beyond inflectional morphology (Anderson 1985 : 10, Bauer 1988 : 170, Spencer 1991 cited in Haspelmath 2009: 15) . I follow previous scholars in using the agglutinative vs. fusional distinction to discuss the differences and similarities in morphological type between SMGr, Cappadocian and Turkish. In that, I adopt the two criteria previously used: (a) cumulation vs. separation, and (b) stem-vs.
word-based inflection. According to these, both languages are concatenative in employing suffixation for the marking of morphosyntactic and morphological features. SMGr, however, is fusional in exhibiting cumulation and stem inflection. In SMGr, the values of the various inflectionally active features are cumulatively marked by poly-exponential suffixes, attached to stems. Stems are bound and never surface per se but always need to combine with an affix to form a grammatical word. Turkish, on the other hand, is agglutinative in exhibiting separation and word-based inflection. In Turkish, features are separately marked by mono-exponential suffixes, which are attached to zero-marked, free-occurring bases that fill the NOM.SG cell of the paradigm. Compare the inflection of SMGr ípiros "continent" and its Turkish equivalent kıta in (2). In the SMGr example, NOM and SG are cumulatively marked by -os, NOM and PL by -i, ACC and PL by -us, and GEN and PL by -on, which attach to the stem ipir-. In Turkish, NOM is unmarked, PL is marked by -LAr, ACC by -(y)I and GEN by -(n)In, which attach to the base kıta. 
ípir-os kıta
In SMGr suffixes, therefore, the relation between form and function is one-to-many while in Turkish suffixes it is one-to-one. As a result, the morphological structure of Turkish inflected forms has one slot for the expression of each inflectionally active feature, which can be viewed as a straightforward index of agglutinativity. In SMGr all inflected noun forms consist of only one stem, which can be simple or complex (i.e., derived), and only one suffix. This includes NOM.SG forms such as ípir-os, which correspond to Turkish zero-marked bases like kıta. (Karatsareas 2011: 12) .
Agglutinative inflection in Cappadocian
Map 2. The historical Cappadocian-speaking villages (Karatsareas 2011: 13) .
Agglutinative inflection is an innovation shared by most, but crucially not all, Cappadocian varieties. Agglutinative forms have been recorded for Ferték (Alektoridis 1833 , Krinopoulos 1889 , Dawkins 1916 ; Malakopí, Sílata and Semenderé (Dawkins 1916) ; Mistí (Dawkins 1916 , Fates 2012 ); Araván and Ghúrzono (Dawkins 1916 , Karampodas 1948 ; Ulaghátsh (Dawkins 1916 , Kesisoglou 1951 ; Axó (Dawkins 1916 , Mavrochalyvidis & Kesisoglou 1960 ; and Phloïtá (Tsitsopoulos 1962) . Agglutinative forms are not reported for Anakú, Delmesó, Potámia, Sinasós or Zaléla.
The typology of agglutinative forms
Agglutinative inflection refers to two distinct word formation processes in Cappadocian. The first and most widely attested process involves the suffixation of the two native Greek inflectional endings -i̯ u and -i̯ a -normally used in the inflection of historically neuter nouns such as spit "house" (3) -to morphemic units that coincide formally with the NOM.SG in forming respectively the GEN.SG/PL and the NOM/ACC.PL of nouns that do not historically belong to the same IC as spit. This can be formalised as [word + {-i̯ u, -i̯ a}] and is found in all Cappadocian varieties that exhibit agglutinative forms. Some nouns employ both -i̯ u and -i̯ a in their paradigms. Consider the inflection of ɣámus "wedding" in Mistí (4a) compared to its cognate in Potámia (4b), which does not exhibit agglutinative forms. Others, though, employ only one of the two suffixes, thus retaining part(s) of their inherited inflection. In Araván, tʃobános "shepherd" only employs GEN.SG -i̯ u while preserving inherited -i in the NOM/ACC.PL (5a). Çimós "winter" only employs NOM/ACC.PL -i̯ a and preserves inherited -ú in the GEN.SG (5b). [u] , respectively, especially when they are found in a word-final syllable (Dawkins 1916: 64) . 4 Final /s/ is voiced to [z] when a suffix beginning with a vowel or a voiced consonant is added (Dawkins 1916: 70) . In this case, s-voicing is caused by the initial glide of the two suffixes.
tʃobán-(i) çimóz-i̯ a (Dawkins 1916: 104) The second process involves the suffixation of -i̯ u to morphemic units that coincide formally with the NOM/ACC.PL resulting in a novel GEN.PL form. This type is found in fewer varieties, in which it occurs only with nouns that form their NOM/ACC.PL by suffixing -es to a stem. It can therefore be formalised as [stem + -es + -i̯ u]. Consider the inflection of néka "woman" in Ferték (6a), which also has a GEN.SG of the [word + -i̯ u] type, compared with its Delmesó cognate (6b). Dawkins 1916: 113, 114) Pace Sasse (1992: 65) , who documented the form átropos-i̯ a-i̯ u "man-PL-GEN" from one of the last speakers of Ulaghátsh Cappadocian, combinations that would result in such GEN.PL forms as *ɣámuz-i̯ a-i̯ u "wedding-PL-GEN" are not attested in the sources from which data were drawn and are therefore excluded from the analysis.
3.3
The case for morphological convergence: A standard analysis in need of revision Dawkins (1916) was the first to observe the structural isomorphism between Cappadocian and Turkish inflected forms. He describes both types of agglutinative inflection. In relation to [word + {-i̯ u, -i̯ a}], he comments on the innovative inflection of mílos "mill" in Sílata, identical with that of ɣámus in (4a):
These forms in -ι̯ ου [-i̯ u] [-i̯ u] to the nominative, just as Turkish does the same by adding -ler and -in. As Turkish does this universally, so the Greek has done in his own language what he habitually does when he talks Turkish, and used his own endings -ι̯ α [-i̯ a] and -ι̯ ου [-i̯ u] in the Turkish agglutinative way. Hence μύλοζι̯ α [mílozi̯ a] (Dawkins 1916: 98) .
In relation to [stem + -es + -i̯ u], Dawkins analyses the correspondences between the inflection of Ferték néka (6a) and that of Turkish kız "girl":
The Ferték decl.
[ension] of ναίκα [néka] shews the agglutinative character of this type so well, with its gen [itive] .pl [ural] in which the case-sign (-ι̯ ου, -γι̯ ου [-i̯ u] ) is added to the general mark of the pl.
[ural] (-ες [-es]) (Dawkins 1916: 114) .
In these excerpts, he lays the foundations for nearly all the accounts of Cappadocian agglutinative inflection that followed (Janse 2001 : 475-476, 2004 : 9-12, 2009 : 41, Johanson 2002 : 59-60, Winford 2003 : 83, 2005 : 405, 2010 : 181, Matras 2009 : 262-263, 2010 : 75-76, Ralli 2009 : 99-102, Horrocks 2010 : 403-404, Melissaropoulou 2013 : 321-327, Thomason 2001 : 63-64, Thomason & Kaufman 1988 Faithful to Dawkins's original formulations, work to date treats the innovative formations exemplified in (4)- (6) as the outcome of heavy borrowing on the premise that they parallel the structure of Turkish inflected forms in two respects: (a) the exponence of -i̯ u and -i̯ a, and (b) the status of the morphemic unit to which they are suffixed. Specifically, -i̯ u and -i̯ a in forms such as ɣámuz-i̯ u and ɣámuz-i̯ a (4a) are analysed as having developed into single exponents of (genitive) case and (plural) number, respectively, modeled on the corresponding Turkish suffixes -(n)In "GEN" and -LAr "PL" (2b). Elements like ɣámus are additionally considered to have acquired the same status as Turkish bases. These perceived similarities are usually contrasted with the structure of inflected forms in other Modern Greek varieties, most commonly the standard, in which all inflectional formatives are cumulative exponents typically marking the values of bundles of features (NUMBER, CASE, IC) and are regularly suffixed to stems. Based on this analysis, the paradigms of Cappadocian nouns such as ɣámus and néka are taken to show a typological shift from fusional inflection of the Greek type to agglutinative inflection of the Turkish type. The proposed shift is schematically illustrated in Figure 1 . The main issue with this analysis is that Cappadocian agglutinative forms are examined collectively without the context of the dialect's whole inflectional system. Two drawbacks challenge the idea of a large-scale typological shift and limit our understanding of how agglutinative inflection developed. First, no evidence is provided to show that the postulated changes in the exponence of -i̯ u and -i̯ a and the use of words instead of stems as the units to which inflection applies are indeed changes and, if they are, that they were induced by contact with Turkish. For this to be substantiated, it must be demonstrated that single exponence and word-based inflection were unknown to Cappadocian prior to the appearance of agglutinative forms. If so, it will further need to be shown that the two developed on the model of Turkish and not language-internally. If, on the contrary, the Cappadocian inflectional system already employed single exponence and word-based inflection before agglutinative forms appeared, then the place of -i̯ u and -i̯ a and of units like ɣámus within that system need to be examined. Only then can we say whether agglutinative forms constitute a radical departure from the inherited properties of Cappadocian noun inflection, as often stated, or they represent a more system-congruent innovation.
Second, the standard analysis does not account for the factors that favoured the spread of -i̯ u and -i̯ a from the inflectional paradigms of nouns such as spit to those of nouns such as ɣámus, tʃobános, çimós and néka, in which GEN.SG/PL and NOM/ACC.PL were previously marked by other suffixes, or for the mechanisms through which the spread was implemented. In contrast, the innovation is generally portrayed as having spread across the Cappadocian inflectional system in leap-frog fashion without intermediate stages of development. The Cappadocian linguistic record, however, reveals that agglutinative forms are unevenly distributed across varieties. This suggests strongly that the change affected different types of nouns at different times with some varieties being more conservative, illustrating incipient stages of the development, and others more innovative, representing more advanced stages. Previous studies do not address this and thus do not take advantage of the methodological value it has for a well-founded diachronic account of the phenomenon.
In short, the development of agglutinative inflection cannot be fully understood without the context of the full Cappadocian inflectional system prior to the first appearance of the innovation. These are described in detail in §4 based on the evidence provided by varieties that did not undergo the development. The resulting insights shed light on the emergence of agglutinative forms in the Cappadocian varieties that did undergo it and underpin the proposal on the synchrony and diachrony of agglutinative inflection in §5.
The typology of noun inflection in Cappadocian
Morphological properties
The morphological data from Anakú, Delmesó, Potámia and Sinasós Cappadocian reveal a system in which nouns inflect for two morphosyntactic features, NUMBER [vocative] . Available grammatical descriptions do not generally mention vocative forms, which are considered to be non-structural, peripheral to the system and rarely participate in inflectional change. I therefore do not include them in this analysis. 5 Inflected forms in Cappadocian have a bipartite morphological structure consisting of (a) a morphemic unit -either a stem or a word -that bears the noun's lexical meaning, and (b) an inflectional suffix that marks the values for NUMBER and CASE. The values for the two features are generally expressed cumulatively by indivisible poly-exponential formatives. For example, -os in áθrop-os "man" marks both singular and nominative. In kléfti-s "thief", though, the same NUMBER/CASE combination is marked by -s whereas in xtin-ó "cow" it is marked by -o. These differences indicate the presence of ICs and allow us to conclude that the feature IC is also active in Cappadocian noun inflection. Following Ralli (2000 Ralli ( , 2005 and Spyropoulos & Kakarikos (2011) , I consider the specification for the IC feature present in the lexical entry of both stems/words and inflectional suffixes. For inflected forms to be grammatical, both morphological constituents must be specified for the same IC value, or the suffix can be underspecified for this feature. In line with this, I assume that Cappadocian inflected forms have the morphological structure shown in (7) Table 2 classifies Cappadocian nouns into nine ICs based primarily on the criteria proposed by Ralli (2000 Ralli ( , 2005 for the IC classification of SMGr nouns: (a) the whole set of suffixes used to mark all six NUMBER/CASE combinations that compose the nominal paradigm, and (b) allomorphic variation in stems/words (or lack thereof). To these I add a third, (c) animacy, which has been shown by Janse (2004) and Spyropoulos & Kakarikos (2011) to determine the set of suffixes with which certain stems/words combine in inflection. This is specifically the case in the subclass distinction within IC1 
word: para stem: parað-"money"
IC9
word: puma stem: pumat-"cover" SG NOM/ACC pará púma
We can now examine the exponence of -i̯ u and -i̯ a, and the status of the morphemic units to which suffixes attach within this system. Looking first at the morphemic units, we find both stems and words being used. ICs 1, 2, 3 and 5 are exclusively stem-based. In ICs 6 and 7, in contrast, all inflected forms are word-based. The remaining ICs have mixed inflection employing both stems and words. Turning to exponence, owing to differently motivated instances of feature neutralisation, -i̯ u only marks CASE while -i̯ a only marks NUMBER. In the case of -i̯ u, the NUMBER specification is neutralised due to the accidental homophony between GEN.SG and GEN.PL, which Karatsareas (2011: 223-224) attributes to phonological developments.
7 For -i̯ a, the CASE specification is neutralised due to syncretism between NOM and ACC. What is more, the IC feature is underspecified in both suffixes as they each have the wider possible distribution within the inflectional system in their respective cells, functioning as general defaults for the marking of GEN and PL. In the GEN.SG/PL cells, -i̯ u is found in seven out of nine ICs, -u in four, and -s in only one IC. In the NOM/ACC.PL, -i̯ a is used in four out of nine ICs, -a is only found in three, -es and -i in two each, and -us in only one IC. In this light, I conclude that, unlike most other Cappadocian suffixes, -i̯ u and -i̯ a are single exponents for CASE and NUMBER (8).
In sum, the Cappadocian system displays variation with respect to suffix exponence and the distinction between stems and words. On the one hand, we find poly-exponential suffixes suchos in áθrop-os and -i̯ us in aθrop-i̯ ús (IC1), and mono-exponential suffixes such as -i̯ u and -i̯ a in parað-i̯ ú and paráð-i̯ a (IC8). On the other, inflection can be both stem-based, see xtin-(IC5), and word-based, see fti (IC6). In these terms, Cappadocian noun inflection has both fusional and agglutinative traits. Crucially, the two agglutinative traits meet in IC7. Within this class, all inflected forms of the nominal paradigm are put together by suffixing the mono-exponential -i̯ u and -i̯ a to the base (9).
IC7 can therefore be considered as the most agglutinative-like class in an otherwise mixed inflectional system.
Semantic associations
The distribution of Cappadocian nouns into ICs is prima facie arbitrary in that the IC of a noun belonging to the inherited Greek lexical stock cannot be predicted by phonological or semantic properties such as the segmental shape of its stem, stress, or meaning. However, when examined in terms of the semantic homogeneity (or, heterogeneity) of their members, a number of interesting generalisations come to light. Table 3 shows the distribution of the 690 noun types that occur in the Cappadocian texts published by Dawkins (1916: 304-465) across the nine ICs with respect to the tripartite animacy distinction between human, animal and inanimate referents. As shown in the table, ICs 1 and 4 are the classes in which nouns denoting prototypical male and female entities are respectively found ("brother", "monk", "king"; "sister", "woman", "bride"). Both, however, also contain large numbers of inanimate and animal nouns. In contrast, the remaining ICs display higher degrees of semantic homogeneity. ICs 2 and 3 for the most part contain male human nouns whereas the overwhelming majority of nouns belonging to ICs 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 denote inanimate and animal entities. The number of human members in these classes is very low. For example, no human nouns belong to IC5 while only inanimate nouns inflect according to IC9. The table also highlights the differences in class size: IC7 is by far the largest class in the system while IC3 emerges as the smallest class. Generalisation 1: nouns denoting male animate entities tend to belong to ICs 1, 2 and 3. Generalisation 2: nouns denoting female animate entities tend to belong to IC4. Generalisation 3: nouns denoting inanimate entities tend to belong to ICs 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
A corollary from these formulations is that nouns may be considered prototypical or non-prototypical members of the IC they belong to, depending on their semantic content (on prototypicality in Greek noun inflection, see Anastassiadis-Symeonidis & Chila-Markopoulou 2003). For example, aðelfós "brother" and vasiʎós "king" are prototypical members of IC1 because they denote male animate entities. In contrast, mílos "mill" and çimós "winter" are non-prototypical members because they are inanimate. Similarly, mána "mother" and néka "woman" are prototypical IC4 nouns while stráta "road" and laxtilíða "ring" are not. The semantically appropriate class for mílos, çimós, stráta and laxtilíða would be one of the ICs 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9. Along the same lines, spit "house" and ʒimár "dough" are prototypical members of IC7 but korítʃ "girl" is not. From its meaning, korítʃ 'ought' to be an IC4 noun. Further evidence for the correlations comes from the morphological adaptation of Turkish loans into the Cappadocian nominal system. As shown in (10)-(12), the semantic type of the Turkish original is the primary factor that conditions which IC the Cappadocian copy will belong to. The secondary factor is phonological shape. Specifically, nouns denoting male entities join ICs 1, 2 and 3. Those that end in a consonant mainly join IC2 and, to a lesser extent, IC1 (10a); those that end in a vowel are only found in IC3 (10b). Nouns denoting female entities are generally assigned to IC4, with a limited number in IC8 (11). Inanimate nouns are overwhelmingly assigned to ICs 7 and 8 depending on their final segment. Those ending in a consonant are assigned to IC7 (12a) and those that end in a vowel are assigned to IC8 (12b) with the exception of a few nouns that end in /i/ or /ɯ/, which are assigned to IC6 (12c). (10) Additional corroboration of the association between the inanimate semantic type and IC7 is found in the diachronic shifts of nouns into these two classes from other Cappadocian ICs. Examples are given in (13).
(13) a. troxós "wheel"
Most recorded cases involve nouns denoting inanimate entities that originally belonged to prototypically male and female animate classes. Combined with the loanword adaptation data, these shifts point towards a strong diachronic tendency in Greek for nouns denoting inanimate entities to belong to IC7. As argued in the next section, this tendency played a key role in the development of agglutinative inflection as well. It is thus clear that morpheme-by-morpheme intertranslatability between certain inflected forms in Cappadocian and their Turkish equivalents pre-dated the development of agglutinative forms. The similarity between agglutinative nouns such as ɣámus, whose Greek etymon belonged historically to IC1, and IC7 nouns such as spit in terms of their correspondence to Turkish suggests that there is a close relation between them. Indeed, comparison of their paradigms in (16) reveals that the full set of NUMBER/CASE combinations is expressed by the same set of endings in the inflection of both. Inflection in both cases applies to the word and there is no stem allomorphy.
A new proposal
(16) Mistí Cappadocian a. "wedding" b. "house" (Dawkins 1916: 102) On this basis, I conclude that the two nouns belong synchronically to the same IC, namely IC7. Diachronically, this means that the [word+ {-i̯ u, -i̯ a}] type is the result of a shift of nouns from their historical ICS to IC7. In ɣámus and other nouns like it, which -as mentioned in 3.2 -employ both -i̯ u and -i̯ a in their paradigms, the shift is complete. In the case of nouns such as tʃobános "shepherd" and çimos "winter" that only employ one of the two formatives (5), the shift is partial. As for the structural isomorphism between the inflectional paradigms of nouns falling under the [word+ {-i̯ u, -i̯ a}] type and their Turkish equivalents, this is but a repercussion of their shifting from their historical ICs to the agglutinative-like IC7, which already displayed this property in all the cells of its inflectional paradigm.
[stem + -es + -i̯ u]: A typologically innovative formation
Unlike [word+ {-i̯ u, -i̯ a}], the [stem + -es + -i̯ u] type constitutes a radical departure from the inherited structural properties of Cappadocian noun inflection. We have repeatedly seen that the morphological structure of inflected forms in the language has only one slot for the marking of NUMBER, CASE and IC. In [stem + -es + -i̯ u] forms, however, the three features are distributed across two slots: NUMBER and IC are cumulatively marked by -es whereas CASE is mono-exponentially marked by -i̯ u (17 The novel morphological structure is made possible by the feature specification of the two formatives involved. -es is the formative that syncretically marks NOM.PL and ACC.PL in ICs 2 and 3. It is therefore inherently specified for NUMBER and IC, which licenses its suffixation to stems that share the same IC specification. There is, however, no specification for CASE due to syncretism, similarly to -i̯ a. This makes possible the further addition of -i̯ u, which marks the genitive value for CASE mono-exponentially and bears no inherent specification either for NUMBER or for IC. The combination of the two results in a novel GEN.PL form, an addition to the Cappadocian inflectional system. Recall that inherited GEN.PL forms are either obsolete or fail to express the distinction between singular and plural. [stem + -es + -i̯ u] forms do not. The morphological structure in (17) has no parallels in the history of Greek and its varieties. At the same time, the similarity with Turkish first pointed out by Dawkins (1916) is difficult to ignore. As illustrated in (18), Cappadocian and Turkish GEN.PL forms display the same linear configuration for the expression of lexical meaning and for the serial marking of plural number and genitive case, which lends support to the standard analysis that views language contact with Turkish as the single factor that led to this particular development. (18) stem/base NUMBER: plural CASE: genitive a. Cappadocian néc-"woman" -es
However, it has to be borne in mind that the correspondence between the two languages is not complete. The only part of the configuration in which the two languages overlap fully is the mono-exponential marking of CASE by -i̯ u and -(n)In. Otherwise, Turkish kız is a base, Cappadocian nec-is a stem. In addition, Turkish -LAr marks NUMBER mono-exponentially, Cappadocian -es marks NUMBER poly-exponentially alongside IC. Compared with the [word+ {-i̯ u, -i̯ a}] type, the development of [stem + -es + -i̯ u] forms qualifies as a typologically innovative change in the sense of Dressler (2003) . However, being attested only with IC3 and IC4 nouns, [stem + -es + -i̯ u] forms have limited distribution within the Cappadocian inflectional system while there are no indications that the [stem + {NUMBER, IC} + CASE] structure tends to extend to nouns belonging to other ICs. On this basis, the two types of agglutinative formation do not support the idea of a large-scale typological shift from fusion to agglutination. In that, I side with Ralli: "we cannot conclude that the entire Cappadocian nominal system has been turned into agglutinative, since there are nouns, which do not show any agglutination " (2009: 102) . At best, [word+ {-i̯ u, -i̯ a}] and [stem + -es + -i̯ u] forms can be thought of as minor agglutinative-like patterns that deviate from the principally fusional inflection that is distinctive of all Cappadocian varieties. 
The first manifestations of the innovation
The Cappadocian linguistic record reveals that, at the earliest stages, shifts to IC7 were conditioned by two system-internal factors: (a) the semantic content of the noun, and (b) its phonological shape. In the varieties of Malakopí and Sílata, in which shifts have the most limited distribution within the inflectional system, novel IC7 paradigms are only found with nouns that (a) denote inanimate entities, and (b) end in a consonant in the NOM.SG. In other words, in these two conservatively innovative varieties, only nouns that resemble prototypical members of IC7 with respect to both their semantics and their base form phonology undergo shift. For the most part, the change affects inanimate members of IC1; examples include mílos "mill", qámus "wedding" and ʃimós "winter". In addition to these, we also find a few IC4 nouns having developed novel inflectional forms including rex "back" (< réçi) and stroʃ "bed" (< stroʃi).
The two system-internal conditions account for the early manifestation of the phenomenon as it is attested in Malakopí and Sílata not only in terms of the positive evidence, that is, the nouns that do shift to IC7, but also in terms of the negative evidence, that is, the nouns that fail to do so. No cases of shift are found in any of the two varieties that involve nouns denoting human or non-human animate entities, which lends support to the semantic similarity hypothesis. Inanimate nouns that remain in IC4 without shifting to IC7, like Sílata laxtilíða "ring" and kloʃtí "thread" (Dawkins 1916: 442, 444) , all end in a vowel in the NOM/ACC.SG. This corroborates the phonological similarity hypothesis.
There is evidence that nouns do not shift to IC7 in one go. At this stage, the plural subparadigm shifts first, the singular one following suit. Unsurprisingly, when a noun first develops IC7 forms, these exist in variation with inherited IC1 and IC4 forms. In Malakopí, the singular of inanimate IC1 nouns shows inherited IC1 inflection. The plural, however, fluctuates between inherited forms and innovative IC7 forms (19). In Sílata, variation is found in both the singular and the plural. This stage, exemplified in (20), can be considered as the one that precedes the complete shift to IC7 and the abandonment of inherited inflection. (Dawkins 1916: 98) The Malakopí and Sílata data support the idea that one of the forces driving the early stages of the innovation is the diachronic tendency in Greek for nouns denoting inanimate entities to belong to one of the ICs associated with that semantic type and preferably to IC7 (see §4.2). That this tendency underpins the incipient shifts is supported by the fact that all the nouns that develop innovative IC7 forms in these varieties are non-prototypical members of their historical ICs. Malakopí qámus and Sílata mílos originate in IC1, the class to which nouns denoting male entities are prototypically found. Rex and stroʃ historically belong to the prototypically female IC4. On this account, I argue that the shifts to IC7 were initially triggered in order to repair instances of deviation from the prototypical tendencies of the Cappadocian inflectional system by assigning inanimate, hence non-prototypical, members of the prototypically animate ICs 1 and 4 to the semantically appropriate, overwhelmingly homogeneous and largest class, IC7.
The data in (19) and (20) further show that the segmental similarity between IC1, IC4 and IC7 base forms also played a key role in early shifts. The final -s of IC1 NOM.SG forms (qámus, mílos) and the final consonants in IC3 NOM/ACC.SG forms (rex, stroʃ) were taken as one of the many consonants in which IC7 NOM/ACC.SG forms end. On this basis, NOM.SG forms of IC1 nouns consisting of a bound stem and of the suffix -os (or -us in the varieties that raise unstressed /o/ to [u] ) and zero-marked NOM/ACC.SG forms of IC4 nouns such as stroʃ(i)-∅ were reanalysed as zero-marked IC7 NOM/ACC.SG forms (Janse 2004: 9) . The reanalysis is illustrated in Figure 2 
The spread of the innovation in the inflectional system
In the more advanced varieties, the two system-internal factors that conditioned the shift in Malakopí and Sílata begin to collapse. In Araván, Ghúrzono, Mistí and Phloïtá, the semantic similarity condition is found to be no longer operative as IC7 attracts not only inanimate nouns but also nouns that denote human as well as non-human animate entities so long as they end in a consonant in the NOM.SG; for example, we find innovative IC7 forms for anáporos "pauper", áropos "man", ʝákos "deacon", ʝáskalos "teacher", ʝóros "old man", laɣós "hare", líkos "wolf", tʃobános "shepherd" and tʃolaxós "spider", all of which belong historically to IC1. In these varieties, phonological similarity is the only factor that conditions IC shifts. As in Malakopí and Sílata, innovative IC7 forms initially exist in variation with inherited inflection. Araván áropos displays two competing inflectional paradigms: the inherited IC1 paradigm (21a) and a novel IC7 paradigm (21b). Ghúrzono tʃolaxós, though, has shifted completely to IC7 (22 tʃolaxóz-i̯ a (Dawkins 1916: 106) Finally, the phonological similarity condition is completely abandoned in Axó, Ferték, Semenderé and Ulaghátsh. Here even NOM/ACC.SG forms that end in vowels are reanalysed as IC7 bases, and nouns that belong to the whole range of Cappadocian ICs begin to display IC7 forms, wholly or partially. Ferték néka "woman" (23a) is a historical IC4 noun that only forms the NOM/ACC.PL according to its inherited inflection. The singular is formed according to IC7 while the GEN.PL is innovatively formed according to the [stem + -es + -i̯ u] type. Axó kʃístro "scraper" (23b) is a historical IC5 noun whose singular and GEN.SG/PL display innovative IC7 forms, while its NOM/ACC.PL shows variation between inherited and innovative inflection. In Ulaghátsh, qarɯndʒá "ant" (23c), a historical IC8 noun, has shifted completely to IC7 while púma "cover" (23d) shows innovative inflection in the singular and inherited IC9 inflection in the plural. Observe that, unlike in the early shifts that we saw in Malakopí and Sílata, it is the singular subparadigm GEN.SG/PL that first shifts to IC6 at the advanced stages of the change. NOM/ACC.PL forms appear to be more resistant here. As a result, even the distinctive phonological characteristics of IC7 nouns, namely consonant-ending base forms, become severely blurred in these varieties. (23) púmat-a (Dawkins 1916: 93) 
The role of language contact
One question that arises concerns the path that shifts to IC7 followed within the distinct Cappadocian varieties. That is, why do shifts not occur in Delmesó or Potámia; why are they restrictively found in Malakopí and Sílata and attested more extensively in Araván and Ghúrzono; and, finally, why are the most advanced stages of the innovation represented by Semenderé and Ulaghátsh? The answer seems to lie in the different degrees to which Cappadocian varieties were influenced by language contact with Turkish. Dawkins (1916) comments on the nature and extent of Cappadocian-Turkish bilingualism in Cappadocian villages. For example, he writes about Delmesó that "the position of the village, much further from Nigde than Ferték, Ghúrzono and Araván, ha[s] kept the dialect comparatively free from the influence of Turkish" (Dawkins 1916: 13) . On Ferték, he comments:
The use of the dialect is … almost confined to the women and children, and as Turkish women often come to the Greek houses to help in house-work, the women also are apt to acquire the habit of talking Turkish amongst themselves as well as to their husbands, which materially helps the decline of the dialect (Dawkins 1916: 14-15 ).
Dawkins correlates these sociolinguistic observations with lesser and greater degrees of contact-induced innovation in the respective varieties. The result is a classification of the Cappadocian varieties into five groups (I-V) that can be thought of as forming the continuum in Figure 3 . At the left end, we find varieties considered less influenced by Turkish. At the right, we find those "where the Turkish element is at its strongest" (Dawkins 1916: 209) . A reviewer observes that, with the exception of Delmesó, Turkish influence is greater in those villages that are closer to Niğde, which they identify as the centre of Turkish influence. In some cases, the degree of Turkish influence seems to be related to the proportion of Christian (hence Greekspeaking) and Muslim (hence Turkish-speaking) inhabitants in a given village. For example, in Ferték, Dawkins (1916: 14) reports 1100 Christian inhabitants and 2000 Muslim inhabitants. The relation, however, is by no means absolute as there are notable counterexamples most notably Ghúrzono and Mistí, neither of which had any Turkish inhabitants. Both were "purely Christian village[s]" (Dawkins 1916: 17) . The comparison of Dawkins's classification with the analysis presented above reveals an association between the two. Shifts to IC7 are absent from Group I varieties; they first become manifest in Group II varieties; they progress even further in Group III and IV varieties; and, reach the most advanced stage in Group V varieties. Such a pattern of association suggests that one motivation, and quite possibly even a trigger, that drove the morphological innovation was the tendency to achieve morpheme-by-morpheme intertranslatability between the two contact languages that has been recorded in numerous settings of extensive bilingualism (Gumperz & Wilson 1971 , Ross 1997 , Heine & Kuteva 2005 : 179-182, Aikhenvald 2007 : 28-29, Matras 2009 .
In Cappadocian, the tendency was implemented by shifting nouns from ICs in which inflected forms did not display morpheme-by-morpheme intertranslatability with corresponding forms in Turkish with respect to marker exponence and the word-based inflection to the one Cappadocian IC that was perceived as bearing the highest number of morphological similarities with the inflectional paradigm of Turkish nouns in those two respects. This adjusts the assumption of the standard analysis as it shows that language contact was one of the forces that drove change but also that change did not happen in a disorderly fashion, but was conditioned by factors pertaining to the inherited structural properties of Cappadocian noun inflection, at least at the earliest diachronic stages of the development.
Conclusions
In this study, I have revisited the so-called agglutinative inflection in Cappadocian from both a synchronic and a diachronic perspective. I identified two types of innovative morphological formation, [word + {-i̯ u, -i̯ a}] and [stem + -es + -i̯ u], both of which display superficial structural isomorphism with corresponding inflected noun forms in Turkish. I showed, however, that they differ with respect to the degree to which they depart from the inherited structural properties of Cappadocian noun inflection. The former is rather conservative, the latter more innovative.
As far as [word + {-i̯ u, -i̯ a}] is concerned, I provided evidence to support the idea that nouns that display inflected forms of this type in their paradigms, in whole or in part, belong synchronically to IC7. On this basis, I accounted for the innovation at hand as the result of the diachronic shift of (parts of) nouns from their historical ICs to IC7. I subsequently argued that the shifts were driven by the preference of Cappadocian-Turkish bilingual speakers for morpheme-by-morpheme intertranslatability between corresponding inflected forms in their two languages. This was gradually arrived at in combination with the inherited Greek tendency for nouns that denote inanimate entities to belong to IC7. IC7 was the ideal class in the Cappadocian inflectional system to satisfy the bilinguals' preference, as it was the only one to display agglutinative-like -therefore Turkish-like -properties in terms of formative exponence and the stem-vs. word-based inflection distinction.
At the earliest attested stages, only nouns that resembled the prototypical members of IC7 in terms of their semantic content (inanimate) and their phonological shape (consonant-ending NOM.SG) underwent shift. The innovation was implemented by reanalysing NOM.SG forms of non-IC7 nouns as IC7 NOM/ACC.SG forms and then inflecting them accordingly in the GEN.SG/PL and/or the NOM/ACC.PL cells. At a later stage, IC7 started to attract nouns that did not fulfill the semantic similarity and/or the phonological similarity condition, which were operative in the incipient stages. As a result, larger numbers of nouns shifted to IC7 in certain Cappadocian varieties, irrespective of their meaning or the final segment of their base form. Following the shifts, the inflectional paradigms of increasing numbers of nouns converged with Turkish nouns.
The tendency to converge, naturally stronger in those varieties whose speakers displayed higher levels of bilingualism, also lies at the heart of GEN.PL forms of the [stem + -es + -i̯ u] type, which displays the same linear configuration for the serial marking of plural number and genitive case as Turkish GEN.PL forms. However, this formation, too, was made possible thanks to two language-internal factors: the neutralisation of the specification for CASE in -es and of that for NUMBER and IC in -i̯ u.
In conclusion, the development of so-called agglutinative inflectional morphology represents yet another instance of multiple causation in which language-internal dynamics paved the way for, and shaped the trajectory of a change that was set in motion by language contact. In that, I hope the study has offered a more unified account of the Cappadocian morphological innovation. partir de formes analysables comme NOM.SG qui constituent ainsi les unités morphémiques auxquelles viennent s'ajouter les marques flexionnelles. Les travaux antérieurs ont interprété ces faits comme l'indice d'un changement de type morphologique -de fusionnel à agglutinantprovoqué par le contact avec le turc. La présente étude remet en question cette analyse. A partir d'un examen plus large des faits flexionnels dans cette langue, elle montre que seul un des deux types de formations agglutinantes identifiées présente un changement radical des propriétés structurelles héritées de la flexion nominale cappadocienne. L'autre type, en revanche, représente une innovation plus conservatrice d'un point de vue typologique. L'étude montre que ces deux types d'évolution ont été motivés par une combinaison de facteurs internes et externes. Elle décrit les mécanismes qui ont rendu cette innovation possible et passe en revue les facteurs qui l'ont favorisée. 
Zusammenfassung
